TRAINING
ONE TO ONE FRENCH

EDUCATIONAL GOALS
Read in French and understand the meaning of a text
Relate a text to its circumstances of enunciation
Write in French using common vocabulary
Keeping a simple or technical conversation

INFORMATIONS
TRAINING
DURATION
On demand

CLASS FORMAT

PUBLIC

The content and format of our training courses are defined
according to your needs and constraints.

Anyone wishing to
improve their level of
French.

OUR PEDAGOGY
Dynamic animations based on progressive methods and
scenarios
speaking
Written exercises
Cultural immersion
Provision of a resource center for fun and immersive learnin

This training is
accessible without
any pre-requisites.
START DATES
On demand

OUR PROGRAM
In order to promote the learning of our students, we first carry out
a linguistic evaluation, in order to better determine the level and
the needs of each one.
Our trainings are is here to help., our teachers adapt their lessons
and pedagogies according to the profile and needs of each one.
Discover the French language and culture, progress in speaking
and writing thanks to a complete training course:
Grammar / Vocabulary
Oral and written comprehension
Realization of authentic tasks
Interaction in a variety of situations
Total immersion in a French-speaking environment

FRENCH-IN-CANNES.FR

PREREQUISITES

INFO@FRENCH-IN-CANNES.FR

HOW TO ENROLL
To register, please
contact our team via
the contact page of
our website,
by email at
info@french-incannes.fr or by phone
at +33 (0)4 93 47 39 29

PRICE
68 € per hour

04.93.47.39.29

TRAINING
ONE TO ONE FRENCH

EVALUATION
The student will be assessed through a scenario, calling on the
vocabulary and concepts mentioned in the course. A skills
assessment sheet is given to each trainee allowing them to assess
their skills. If the training is validated, a skills certificate will be
given at the end of the course, if validation.
You also have the option of taking the Bright test and obtain an
official certification of your language level recognized throughout
Europe. (Price: 70 €).
At the end of the training, each trainee receives:
A support covering the main theoretical concepts discussed.
The end-of-session evaluation sheet, attesting to the student's
level.

FRENCH-IN-CANNES.FR

INFO@FRENCH-IN-CANNES.FR

04.93.47.39.29

